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Opportunities

- Governor’s energy policies and support (3 different Administrations)
- OH S.B. 221
- OH S.B. 315 qualifying CHP and WER
- OH S.B. 58, H.B. 302
- Rate pressures, rate suppression
- Modernization
- Competitiveness, including supply chain
- Improved system load factor to meet system peaks
- Fuel volatility price hedge
- Sustainable innovation in energy management, processes
- Product, consumer market presence
- GHGs for existing facilities - 2014
Incentives

- Tax
- Non-Tax
- Grant, Financing
- Technical Assistance
- Supply Chain Compliance
- Product Costs
Ohio Potential – Not Yet?

- Draft Rules for SB. 315 Pending
- SB.58 Confusion, Uncertainty; with cost cap on utility efficiency
- Rate Design, Standby Back-up Rates
- Low Electric and Gas Prices
- Capacity Market Pricing Uncertainty
- Core Business vs. Electric, Heat & Steam
- Industrial vs. Commercial (MUSH) Markets
- Third Party Service Price is too High; Cost of Capital Differentials Meet First Capital Hurdles
- Leasing Uncertainty – FASB
- Competitive Cauldron Exists - States, Countries, Continent
- Natural Gas Uncertainty – Price, Supply and Exports
Conclusions

- Our Speakers
- Summary and Wrap-Up
- Q&A’s